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To respond to a question, respondents must make culturally relevant, context-sensitive pragmatic inferences about what the question means. Participants in a culture of modesty (China), a culture of honor (Turkey), and a culture of positivity (U.S.) rated their own (Study 1) or someone else’s (their parents or people their parents’ age, Study 2) success in life using either a rating scale that implied a continuum from failure to success (-5 to +5) or varying degrees of success (0 to 10). As predicted, culture and rating format interacted with rating target to influence response patterns. Americans, sensitive to the possibility of negativity, rated all targets more positively in the bipolar condition. Chinese were modesty-sensitive, ignoring the implications of the scale, unless rating strangers for whom modesty is irrelevant. Turks were honor-sensitive, rating themselves and their parents more positively in the bipolar scale condition and ignoring scale implications of rating strangers.
“How successful have you been in life?” To answer this question, research participants have to go beyond the literal meaning of the question to determine what the person asking the question wants to know in context, that is, the question’s pragmatic meaning. To make sense of a question’s pragmatic meaning, participants draw on the context of the question, including the format of response alternatives (for a review see Schwarz, 1999). To date, pragmatic inference processes in research situations have primarily been investigated with Western samples (Schwarz, 1994, 1996). However, cultural psychological perspectives suggest that cultural differences in chronically accessible meaning-making lenses or mindsets should interact with contextual features of questionnaires in shaping respondents’ answers (for discussions, see Oyserman, 2011; Schwarz, Oyserman, & Peytcheva, 2010; Uskul & Oyserman, 2006). The present research addresses the possibility that pragmatic inferences are based on an interaction between the meanings made salient in a culture and the meanings made salient in a questionnaire setting. This way, it explores the influence of the communicative context on question responding as an example of the situated, interactive, and adaptive aspects of social cognition.

To do so, we draw on research demonstrating that the pragmatic meaning drawn from a particular feature of a questionnaire (the numeric values used in rating scales) influences inferred meaning and therefore survey response. We briefly review this literature and integrate its implications within a cultural perspective, predicting that chronically accessible cultural differences between cultures of positivity (e.g., the U.S.), cultures of honor (e.g., Turkey), and cultures of modesty (e.g., China) will interact with question content and features of response alternatives to influence response.

THE PRAGMATIC MEANING OF NUMERIC VALUES OF RATING SCALES

A situated cognition approach emphasizes pragmatics as a central concern of language use (Smith & Semin, 2004, 2007). One implication is that individuals take into account the intentions of the communicators and shape their responses accordingly. In support of this approach, in everyday conversations, if pragmatic meaning is unclear, it can be clarified; conversation partners can ask if they are not sure what the other meant (Grice, 1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1995). In research settings, participants cannot ask for clarification either because their “partner” is present only via a self-administered questionnaire or because their “partner” is an interviewer instructed to maintain a standardized script. This leaves research participants to rely on contextual features of the questionnaire for clarification.

Returning to the opening example, suppose that research participants are asked to report on their success in life along a rating scale anchored at “not at all successful” and “extremely successful.” To provide a response, they have to determine the intended meaning of these anchors. Does “not at all successful” refer to the absence of outstanding achievements or to the presence of serious failures? Schwarz and colleagues (Schwarz, & Hippler, 1995; Schwarz, Knäuper, Hippler, Noelle-Neumann, & Clark, 1991) demonstrated that each of these interpretations is possible depending on the numeric values associated with the verbal anchors. Participants were randomly assigned to respond either on a unipolar rating scale that ranged from 0 to 10 or on a bipolar rating scale that ranged from -5 to +5. To
assess the effect of rating scale, all responses were recoded to 0 to 10 and mean success in life by response condition compared. Results showed a pronounced impact of scale format despite the use of same verbal anchors. Respondents rated themselves as more successful in life if randomly assigned to the bipolar scale ($M = 7.3$) than if randomly assigned to the unipolar scale ($M = 6.4$). This was due to more frequent use of the bottom half of the scale when the scale ranged from 0 to 10 (34% of responses) than when the scale ranged from -5 to +5 (13% of responses).

Why might this be? Schwarz and colleagues (Schwarz et al., 1991; Schwarz & Hippler, 1995) demonstrated in follow-up experiments that numeric values affected participants’ interpretation of the term “not at all successful.” When this label was combined with the numeric value “0,” participants interpreted it to reflect the absence of outstanding achievements. However, when the same label was combined with the numeric value “-5” and the scale offered “0” as the mid-point, they interpreted “not at all successful” as meaning the opposite of success, namely, the presence of explicit failures. Thus, consistent with a situated cognition approach (Smith & Semin, 2004, 2007), pragmatic meaning was dynamically created from context. In this case, the context was the seemingly “formal” feature of using a bipolar vs. a unipolar rating scale.

Schwarz and colleagues (1991) observed this influence of bipolar vs. unipolar scale formats for participants’ self-reports as well as reports about the success of their parents; in both cases, participants were reluctant to use the bottom half of the bipolar scale, resulting in more positive success ratings in this condition. Schwarz and colleagues concluded from this observation that the influence of the scale’s numeric values is independent of the target to which the question pertained, as would be expected from a general shift in question meaning. The current studies revisit this conclusion. Two decades after the initial work, research in cultural psychology suggests that cultural differences in chronically accessible mindsets of positivity, modesty, and honor will interact with the meaning inferred from numeric values of scales in ways that depend on the target of the question. The current studies explore this possibility by asking American, Chinese, and Turkish participants to report on their own, their parents’, or strangers’ success in life. Next, we develop the rationale in more detail.

**Cultural Mindsets**

There is increasing evidence to suggest that cultural mindsets influence how information is processed (for reviews see Nisbett, 2003; Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002; Oyserman & Lee, 2007, 2008a, b). Limited attention has been paid, however, to how cultural mindsets might impact cognitive and communicative processes underlying survey responding. As recently reviewed by Schwarz and colleagues (2010), a broad range of cultural mindsets may interact with formal features of questionnaires to influence survey response, shaping responses at different stages of the survey process, ranging from how a question is made sense of to how responses are edited and formatted. As a result, researchers would face the dilemma of not knowing whether respondents’ answers reflect their true attitudes, values, and behaviors, differences in the response process, or an unknown mixture of both. It is therefore important to unfold the role of culture in questionnaire responding. Moreover it is important to go beyond the frequently examined com-
comparisons between individualistic and collectivistic mindsets, often limited to contrasting East Asian and Western participants. As reviewed elsewhere (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002; Oyserman & Lee, 2007, 2008a, 2008b), East-West comparisons cannot be presumed to encompass all aspects of individualism and collectivism. As outlined next, of particular interest are the differences between collectivism that is modesty-based, as in East Asian contexts, and collectivism that is honor-based, as is the case in many other regions of the world.

Individualism has been described as a worldview in which individuals are the basic building blocks of society; each individual is conceived of as unique, responsible for his or her own fate and joining with one another when benefit is mutual (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Oyserman et al., 2002; Triandis, 1989). Perhaps for this reason, Americans, as a prototypical individualistic society, are socialized to focus on the positive and emphasize possible successes (see Becker & Marecek, 2008). This preference for positivity applies to oneself and others. Americans tend to generally hold positive self-views (e.g., Baumeister, Tice, & Hutton, 1989) and prefer information that maintains or enhances these positive self-views (e.g., Swann, Pelham, & Krull, 1989). Americans also show more positive evaluation of family members (Endo, Heine, & Lehman, 2000) and less critical evaluation of their children’s performance (Stevenson & Stigler, 1992) than East Asians. Lack of strong in- vs. out-group boundaries in individualistic cultures (e.g., Bond & Smith, 1996; Iyengar, Lepper, & Ross, 1999, Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994) should result in an extension of this positivity to evaluations of non-close others as long as these evaluations are not in direct contrast to self-evaluations (Heine, 2007). Given the high salience of positivity focus, when evaluating themselves, close, and non-close others, American individuals should be motivated to avoid the low end of the bipolar scale (-5 to 0), which would communicate endorsement of failure. Thus, we predict that Americans would have more positive evaluations (higher ratings) on the bipolar scale compared to the unipolar scale, extending the scale effect that Schwarz and colleagues (1991) observed with German participants to evaluations of any target (self, parents, and strangers).

In contrast to the positivity encouraged by American socialization, East Asian collectivism highlights concerns about modesty (Suzuki & Yamagishi, 2004; Yamaguchi, 1994). For example, Japanese are vigilant not to lose face via immodest presentations (Heine, Lehman, Markus, & Kitayama, 1999) and prefer to focus on self-criticism rather than on personal achievements (Heine & Lehman, 1995). Though these general effects are situated and East Asians can focus on either positivity or modesty depending on contextual cues (Lee, Oyserman, & Bond, 2010), we assume that East Asians will be generally more oriented toward modesty. This motivation to be modest and not stick out should extend to how close others are presented, given the significant overlap in self-close other representations (for a review, see Kitayama, Duffy, & Uchida, 2007). There is some support for this, in that Chinese, Japanese, and Korean parents, children, and teachers are each more critical in their reports about their child’s, their own, and their pupils’ academic successes than are Americans (Stevenson & Stigler, 1992). The need for modesty for one’s own and close other’s accomplishments should not extend to all assessment; for example, modesty would not require more critical appraisal of non-close others who are not thought of as in-group members. Given the high salience of modesty concerns in East-Asian cultures, we expect the members of these cultures
to endorse the low end of the bipolar scale, and thus presence of failure, as a way to communicate modesty when evaluating themselves and close others (but not non-close others). Thus, we predict no differences between the ratings on the bipolar vs. unipolar scales for self and close other evaluations, but for strangers we predict higher scores on the bipolar scale compared to the unipolar scale.

Rather than focusing on modesty, honor-based collectivism, more common in Latin American, Middle Eastern, and African contexts (Iliffe, 2005; Pitt-Rivers, 1965; Rodriguez Mosquera, Manstead, & Fischer, 2000, 2002a, 2002b; Sev’er & Yurdakul, 2001; Vandello & Cohen, 2003; Vandello, Cohen, Grandon, & Franiuk, 2009), focuses on maintenance of social and personal reputation (e.g., Cross, Uskul, Gercek-Swing, Sunbay, & Ataca, 2012; Gregg, 2005, 2007; Rodriguez Mosquera et al., 2002a, 2002b; Uskul, Cross, Gercek-Swing, Sunbay, & Ataca, 2012). Honor belongs to individuals but also to family members; the maintenance and protection of both individual and relational honor is strongly valued and encouraged (e.g., Kardam, 2005; Mojab & Abdo, 2004; Pratt-Ewing, 2008; Uskul et al., 2012). Honor is lost if close others fail and enhanced if close others succeed (Gregg, 2005, 2007; Pitt-Rivers, 1977; Rodriguez Mosquera et al., 2000, 2002a; Stewart, 1994). Thus, within a collectivistic culture of honor, honor requires positive appraisal of one’s reputational base (oneself and one’s family members) and less positive appraisal of others (including strangers). Given the high level of preference for maintaining social reputation of the self and close others (but not non-close others) among individuals from cultures of honor, we predict less frequent use of the low end of the bipolar scale as a means to avoid endorsement of failure. Thus, when rating themselves and close others on important attributes, we predict members of honor cultures to produce higher ratings on the bipolar scale compared to the unipolar scale, but to show no difference between these two scales when rating strangers.

THE PRESENT STUDIES

In the current research we predict that the implication of pragmatic meaning for survey response will depend on cultural focus. To test this prediction, we sampled participants from a culture of positivity (the U.S.), a culture of modesty (China), and a culture of honor (Turkey, see Bagli & Sev’er, 2003; Kagitcibasi, 1996; Kardam, 2005; Sev’er & Yurdakul, 2001) and asked them to rate either themselves (Study 1) or their parents, and strangers (Study 2) on their “success in life” using response scales that implied either varying degrees of presence of success (0 to 10) or varying degrees of failure and success (-5 to +5). We expect that unless self-ratings are in direct contrast to other ratings, American positivity should extend to ratings of any target and that East Asian modesty and Turkish honor should extend to ratings of both self and close others but not to ratings of irrelevant targets such as strangers. Therefore, in the current studies, we use a between-subjects design—participants rate either themselves or someone else—so as not to set up a contrast between self and other.
CULTURE AND QUESTION FORMAT

PILOT STUDY

In a pilot study, we asked undergraduates in each of the three cultural groups (n = 60 U.S., n = 74 Turkey, and n = 70 China) how desirable being “successful in life” was to them (1 = not at all desirable, 7 = very desirable). On average, responses were above the midpoint and did not vary by culture (MUS = 5.27, SD = 1.18; 

\[ M_{\text{Turkey}} = 5.36, \ SD = 1.20; \ M_{\text{China}} = 5.56, \ SD = 1.06 \], 

\[ F(2, 201) = 1.10, \ p = .34 \]). Thus, in each of the cultures, being successful is equally desirable, allowing us to proceed to our test of cultural effects on pragmatic inference drawn from scale format and question target while helping rule out a potential alternative explanation, that any differences found were due to differences in the importance or desirability of being successful in life.

STUDY 1

Participants were asked to evaluate how successful they had been in life on either a bipolar or unipolar scale. We predicted that cultural mindset (modesty, honor, positivity) would result in differing response patterns. We hypothesized that, when asked to evaluate their own personal success in life, Chinese would respond with more modesty than Turkish or American participants. More specifically, American and Turkish, but not Chinese participants, would provide more positive ratings of personal success in life when using a bipolar response scale than a unipolar response scale.

METHOD

Sample. Participants were undergraduates in the United States (n = 56 European American, 33 women, \[ M_{\text{age}} = 19.9, \ SD = .97 \]), Turkey (n = 40, 36 women, \[ M_{\text{age}} = 22.6, \ SD = 2.00 \]), and Hong Kong (n = 43, 7 women, \[ M_{\text{age}} = 20.6, \ SD = 1.58 \]). The initial analyses with age as a covariate and gender as an additional factor did not show a main (\[ F_{\text{age}} < 1; \ F_{\text{sex}} < 1 \]) or interaction effect (all possible \[ Fs < 1.56, \ p > .20 \]) involving these variables\(^1\); hence, age and gender are not included in the main analyses.

Design. In each sample, participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions which differed in the response scale provided (bipolar -5 to +5, or unipolar 0 to 10), and all responded to the same single question, “How successful have you been in life?” in their native language.\(^2\) Verbal scale anchors were the same in both conditions. Not at all successful was the low anchor (to -5 in the bipolar condition and to 0 in the unipolar condition) and very successful was the high anchor (to +5 in the bipolar condition and to 10 in the unipolar condition).

---

1. Future research is needed to examine potential gendered impact of honor-related norms with samples consisting of comparable number of male and female participants.

2. In this study, participants evaluated exclusively their own success in life. In addition to evaluating their own success, participants also rated themselves on the following attributes: nice, funny, exciting, fair, humanistic, unique, independent, calm, flexible, self-knowing, socially sensitive, traditional, complicated, determined, and warm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Responses in the bipolar condition were recoded so all responses ranged from 0 to 10. As predicted, analysis of variance yielded a cultural group main effect \( F(2, 133) = 18.21, p < .001 \), a scale main effect \( F(1, 133) = 4.22, p = .04 \), and a country by scale interaction \( F(2, 133) = 2.65, p = .07, \eta^2_p = .038 \), observed power = .52. These effects are presented graphically in Figure 1. With regard to cultural group main effect, as predicted, Chinese participants rated their own success more modestly \( M = 5.79, SD = 1.85 \) than either Turkish \( M = 7.48, SD = 1.13, d = 1.10 \) or American participants \( M = 7.38, SD = 1.50, d = .94 \), \( p_s < .001 \), and Turkish and American participants did not differ from each other \( p = .86 \). Across countries, ratings were higher on the bipolar \( M = 7.16, SD = 2.02 \) than on the unipolar \( M = 6.63, SD = 1.29, d = .31 \) scale. As predicted, the effect of scale condition differed by country. Chinese participants maintained their modest response regardless of condition \( \text{unipolar } M = 5.95, SD = 1.47; \text{bipolar } M = 5.64, SD = 2.17, p = .49 \). Turkish and American participants responded more positively on the bipolar \( \text{Turkish } M = 8.00, SD = 1.03; \text{American } M = 7.84, SD = 1.75 \) than on the unipolar \( \text{Turkish } M = 6.95, SD = 1.00, \text{American } M = 7.00, SD = 1.15 \) scale, both \( p s < .05, d_{\text{TR}} = 1.03, d_{\text{US}} = .57 \). Results are consistent with the prediction that Chinese rate the self modestly, following a chronically accessible modesty mindset in China, whereas the chronically accessible mindsets in the United States and Turkey, positivity and honor, yield similarly positive responses when rating the self. A limitation of Study 1 is that it cannot rule out the possibility that Chinese participants were not sensitive to the pragmatic implications of the different scale formats. Study 2 addresses this

3. An examination of percentage of responses below the midpoint of the scale revealed a large cultural difference. Turks and Americans were less likely to choose below midpoint responses in the bipolar \( M_{\text{Turkish}} = 0.00\%, M_{\text{US}} = 4.00\% \) than in the unipolar \( M_{\text{Turkish}} = 10.00\%, M_{\text{US}} = 9.68\% \) condition. This was not the case for Chinese participants who chose below midpoint responses in both the bipolar \( M = 40.91\% \) and unipolar \( M = 38.10\% \) conditions.
limitation by having participants rate close others and strangers. If Chinese are insensitive to the pragmatic implications of question format, the target should not matter. If they are sensitive to the pragmatic implications of question format, then target should matter. Specifically, a modesty mindset should apply only to evaluations of self and close others, not to evaluations of strangers. Accordingly, Chinese participants should rate self (Study 1) and close others (Study 2) modestly, but simply use the pragmatic inference drawn from the scale for strangers for whom the modesty interpretation is irrelevant.

STUDY 2

As in Study 1, in Study 2 participants were randomly assigned to rating scale condition within country. However, rather than rate their own success, participants were randomly assigned to either rate their parents’ success in life or to rate the average success of people their parents’ age. This latter target was chosen as a way of obtaining a rating about people who are clearly not connected to the self, but are a meaningful group—people of one’s parents’ generation, in each of the studied cultures. Our predictions follow our general model. First, Americans, following a positivity mindset, would continue to be sensitive to the inference drawn from the scale, rating all targets more positively on the bipolar scale than on the unipolar scale. Second, Turkish individuals, following an honor mindset, would rate their parents more positively and strangers more negatively on the bipolar scale. Third, Chinese, following a modesty mindset, would rate their parents modestly but should use the pragmatic inference drawn from the scale in the case of strangers since modesty norms are irrelevant in the case of strangers (one can neither boast nor be modest about strangers).

METHOD

Sample. Participants were undergraduates in the United States (n = 100 European American, 50 women, M_age = 20.54, SD = 2.21), Turkey (n = 81, 69 women, M_age = 21.41, SD = 2.00), and China (n = 102, 64 women, M_age = 20.06, SD = 1.15). Initial analyses with age as a covariate and gender as an additional factor did not show any significant main (F_age < 1; F_sex (1, 258) = 2.55, p = .11) or interaction effects involving these variables (all possible Fs < 2.38, p > .10); age and gender are therefore not included in the main analyses.

Design. In each country sample, participants were randomly assigned to question target and response format in a 2 x 2 design. They were asked to respond either to “How successful have your parents been in life?” or “How successful have people at your parents’ age been in life?” on either the bipolar (-5 to +5) or unipolar (0 to 10) response format used in Study 1.4

1. Future research is needed to examine potential gendered impact of honor-related norms with samples consisting of comparable number of male and female participants.
4. The evaluations concerned the success of one’s parents and people at one’s parents’ age only and did not include evaluations of one’s own success. In addition to how successfully they have been, these targets were also evaluated on the following attributes: fair, flexible, unique, socially sensitive, cooperative, funny.
Just as in Study 1, the verbal scale anchors (not at all successful, very successful) were the same across conditions and responses were recoded to range from 0 to 10.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of variance yielded a cultural group main effect ($F(2, 271) = 17.61, p < .001$), a scale main effect ($F(1, 271) = 19.35, p < .001$), a question target main effect ($F(1, 271) = 12.19, p = .001$), and the predicted country by scale condition by target interaction, $F(2, 271) = 2.88, p = .058, \eta^2_p = .021$, observed power = .57. These effects are presented graphically in Figure 2.

Overall, Chinese participants generally rated success more modestly ($M = 6.59, SD = 2.06$) than either Turkish ($M = 7.88, SD = 1.90, d = .65$) or American participants ($M = 7.91, SD = 1.54, d = .73$) ($ps < .001$), and Turkish and American participants did not differ from each other ($p = .97$). Across countries, ratings were higher in the bipolar ($M = 7.92, SD = 1.88$) than in the unipolar ($M = 6.94, SD = 1.89, d = .52$) scale condition. With regard to target, parents ($M = 7.78, SD = 2.01$) were rated as more successful than strangers ($M = 7.06, SD = 1.81, d = .38$). More important, these main effects were moderated by the predicted 3-way interaction of country, response target, and rating scale condition as detailed next by country.

The pattern of Chinese participants’ ratings supports our prediction for a culture of modesty. In the parent target condition, Chinese rated their parents modestly and scale condition (unipolar $M = 6.96, SD = 1.79$, bipolar $M = 6.83, SD = 2.67, p = .78$) did not matter. In the stranger condition, Chinese participants replicated the scale effect shown by Schwarz and colleagues (1991) and rated strangers more positively on the bipolar ($M = 6.96, SD = 1.55$) than the unipolar ($M = 5.67, SD = 1.92$) scale ($p < .01, d = .57$). The latter observation also implies that Chinese participants were sensitive to the numbers of the scale, but not influenced by them, when they rated their parents’ or their own (Study 1) success.

The pattern of Turkish participants’ ratings supports our predictions for a culture of honor. In the parent target condition, Turks rated their parents more positively on the bipolar scale (bipolar: $M = 9.10, SD = .91$) than the unipolar scale (unipolar: $M = 7.75, SD = 2.29, p = .02, d = .77$). In the stranger condition, Turkish participants rated strangers more negatively and scale did not matter (unipolar: $M = 7.15, SD = 1.66$, bipolar: $M = 7.34, SD = 1.81, p = .49$). Finally, the pattern of American participants’ ratings supports our predictions for a culture of positivity. The effect of scale was independent of target for American respondents; they rated both parents (bipolar: $M = 8.58, SD = 1.36$, unipolar: $M = 7.72, SD = 1.74, p = .08, d = .55$) and non-close others (bipolar: $M = 8.525, SD = 1.19$, unipolar: $M = 6.75, SD = 1.11, p < .001, d = 1.54$) as more successful on the bipolar than on the unipolar scale.

---

5. An examination of percentage of responses below the midpoint of the scale revealed cultural differences. No matter what target they were rating, American participants always chose fewer below-midpoint responses in the bipolar than in the unipolar scale condition (parents: bipolar: 3.85%, unipolar: 12%; strangers: bipolar: 4%, unipolar: 16.67%). Turkish participants chose fewer below-midpoint responses in the bipolar than in the unipolar scale condition when rating parents (bipolar: 0%, unipolar: 15%), but not when rating strangers (bipolar: 14.26%, unipolar: 15%). Chinese participants chose fewer below-midpoint responses in the bipolar than in the unipolar condition when rating strangers (bipolar: 20.38%, unipolar: 40.74%), but not when rating parents (bipolar: 30.43%, unipolar: 21.43%).
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Numerous studies at the interface of social cognition and research methods explored what participants infer from research instruments (for reviews, see Schwarz & Oyserman, 2011; Schwarz, 1994, 1996). Their findings highlighted the situated and context-sensitive nature of evaluative judgment, with important implications for social science measurement (Schwarz, 1999). However, this work has largely ignored the possibility that participants’ inferences from research instruments may be moderated by cultural context. The present studies contribute to the scarce evidence bearing on this possibility (e.g., Ji, Schwarz, & Nisbett, 2000; Haberstroh, Oyserman, Schwarz, Kühl, & Ji, 2002). We assumed that respondents from different cultures would be sensitive to the pragmatic implications of different scale formats in general, but would differ in the conditions under which they act on these implications. Consistent with Oyserman’s (2011; Oyserman & Sorensen, 2009) culture-as-situated-cognition model, we observed pronounced between-country differences that depended on who respondents were evaluating—themselves, their parents, or strangers.

The cultural psychological literature suggests that American contexts highlight positivity, and, indeed, American respondents were generally positive regardless of who they rated. When randomly assigned to a bipolar scale condition in which negative numbers imply the presence of negative outcomes, they were even more positive, independent of target (self, parent, stranger). Chinese and Turkish respondents were more nuanced, responding differently to the scale condition when rating self and parents than when rating strangers. The cultural psychological literature suggests that East Asian contexts highlight modesty-focused collectivism, whereas Turkish contexts highlight honor-focused collectivism. Indeed, Chinese respondents rated themselves and their parents more modestly and did not shift their responses upward when the pragmatic inference of the scale was that low numbers represented presence of failure. However, their ratings of strangers show that Chinese respondents were sensitive to the implications of the rating scale, but only followed them when the norm of modesty did not apply. Hence, Chinese participants rated strangers more positively on a bipolar than unipolar scale, but refrained from overly positive responses when they rated themselves or their parents. The reverse was true for Turkish respondents. Turkish respondents rated themselves and their parents more positively and observed the pragmatic implications of the bipolar scale by shifting their responses upward for these ingroup targets. However, strangers were not given the benefit of the pragmatic implications of the bipolar scale, and their success ratings remained low regardless of scale format. Thus, whether respondents did or did not act on the pragmatic implications of formal features of a questionnaire depended on the interplay of cultural mindset and question target.

Our findings also contribute to a more differentiated understanding of cultures that are commonly labeled as “collectivistic” by going beyond prior research contrasting Eastern collectivism and Western individualism; they underscore the need to heed differences between non-Western cultures, instead of assuming that findings from one non-Western society can be generalized to others (see Cohen, 2007, for a similar argument). Our approach also aligns with the recent conceptualization of the cultural logics of dignity, face, and honor systems by Cohen and col-
In particular, as demonstrated here, collectivistic cultures that are modesty-based and those that are honor-based are likely to socialize members to make sense of themselves and their worlds differently. Our results also contribute to the understanding of self-presentational norms in honor-based cultures, where evidence is rather limited compared to what is known about self-presentational norms in Western individualistic and East Asian modesty-focused collectivistic cultures. As honor is likely to be experienced in relational terms in honor-based collectivistic cultures, positive self and close-other presentations can be useful means to achieve a respectable social standing. However, a respectable social standing may also be achieved by presenting those who are not part of the ingroup in a less positive light. While qualitative literature on the concept of honor in the Turkish context provides evidence in this direction, the current studies offer a systematic investigation of how self-presentational norms operate in relation to the self, ingroup members and outgroup members.

While we showed effects using cross-national comparisons, our methodological choice does not imply that cultural mindsets are fixed. Future research is needed to test the prediction that across societies, people will use positivity, modesty, or honor mindsets in responding to survey questions depending on which mindset is accessible at the time, due to contextual influences (Oyserman & Lee, 2007). In either case, accessible mindset should interact with formal features of questionnaires in ways that depend on the target of the question. Such an approach would further contribute to the understanding of the situatedness of question answering in research contexts and help distinguish accessible mindset (primed by contextual cultural cues) from available mindset (that is, general cultural orientation) (Oyserman, 2011).

In sum, in line with principles of situated cognition (Smith & Semin, 2004), our findings highlight the interplay of contextual cues, cultural norms, and target of judgment. On a practical note, they demonstrate that the impact of formal features
of questionnaires (e.g., rating scale format) on participants’ answers cannot be understood without taking participants’ cultural mindset into account; conversely, the impact of cultural mindset on responses cannot be understood without taking into account the impact of formal features of questionnaires. To date these contingencies have received little attention despite growing concerns about cultural differences in survey response (e.g., Johnson & van de Vijver, 2003; Lalwani, Shavitt, & Johnson, 2006). Disentangling the complex interplay of culture, question content, and features of the research instrument poses a challenging task; unless we master it, we run the risk of misinterpreting context-sensitive culture effects in participants’ reports as true cultural differences in actual judgment and behavior.
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